
CATENA
Zapata Adrianna Vineyard Malbec River
2020

97+ Points

“The 2019 was a hard act to follow, but the 2020 Adrianna
Vineyard River kept its poise, though it showed a little riper
and with grainier tannins that gave it some faint rusticity and
earthiness. This is one of three Malbecs from the Adrianna
Vineyard in Gualtallary, from a stony part of the vineyard,
hence its name. The wine matured in large oak foudres, and
the oak is still perceptible and might need a little more time to
get integrated. This tends to be the most austere of the three
bottlings, even in the warmer years like 2020, and it shows a
little more fruit. It's juicy but beautifully textured with a spicy
twist of curry that reminded me of some bottlings from El
Enemigo in El Cepillo. It seems to open up slowly in the
glass—the violet and berry aromas get complicated by some
spice (curry?)—and the palate feels more layered. This is a
superb expression of the austere wildness of Gualtallary.
5,700 bottles were filled in December 2021.

”
À propos de Wine Advocate

The Wine Advocate was a bi-monthly publication and Robert Parker Wine Advocate continues
this tradition, although articles and reviews are now published every week. The main goal is to
publish regionally focused reports, which mainly offer wine reviews of new wine releases, but
they also produce important vintage retrospectives and occasionally single-label verticals and
producer profiles. Since 2019, Robert Parker Wine Advocate has been a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Michelin Group.
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